Party Splits With Wallace

ST. AUGUSTINE — With the on-going Democratic convention in Chicago at the height of its organization, followers of Gov. Alfred M. Wallace of Alabama are making plans to set up a new political party with Governor Wallace as a leading contender. Wallace, who has been in Chicago since last week, attended a meeting of the state committee which he organized in Alabama and was present when the committee decided to set up a new state party in Alabama.

Governor Wallace, who has been at the center of attention at the convention, is considered by many to be the most likely candidate for the nomination of the new party. Wallace has been a consistent voice for the rights of blacks and has advocated the integration of schools and the police force.

Contraceptive Aids Urged For Minors

The Ranger Board of Health Tuesday urged the state legislature to pass legislation making it illegal for local communities to prohibit the use of contraceptives for minors. The board, in a statement released Tuesday, said that the legislation is necessary to protect the health and welfare of minors.

The board pointed out that minors often use contraceptives to avoid unwanted pregnancies and that the use of contraceptives is a matter of personal freedom.

Demo Governors Support Strauss

The Demo governors are likely to support Governor Strauss of Wisconsin in his re-election bid. Governor Strauss has been a consistent advocate of states' rights and has opposed federal interference in state affairs.

The Demo governors, who have been divided on the issue of states' rights, are likely to support Strauss in his bid for re-election. Strauss has been a consistent advocate of states' rights and has opposed federal interference in state affairs.
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Six Persons Killed On Icy State Roads

Hockey and skiing clubs were organized through Oklahoma Sunday, with the organizers of the clubs being members of the state ski association. The ski clubs are being formed with the aim of promoting skiing in Oklahoma.

The ski clubs are being formed with the aim of promoting skiing in Oklahoma.

155 Tourists Die In Air Disaster Over Canary Islands

The Oklahoma Journal

The Petition To Ask Reinstatement

Aim Challenging Ouster Of Bruce

Tribal Leaders Disagree

Weather Modification—9

Ownership A Cloudy Issue
Ballet Chat With Yvonne Chouteau...Tonight's Performance To Be Highlight

'Decentralization' Of Arts Key To Survival, Says Ballerina

The Oklahoma City Ballet Company's performance of the "D-Gate" ballet tonight at 8 in the Civic Center will be the company's first appearance since its founder and director, Yvonne Chouteau, announced that the company would be moved to a "decentralization" of arts.
OWEN STADIUM - Packed with more than 60,000 fans.

That's a lot of people!

But that's ONLY ¼ as many people who read the OKLAHOMA JOURNAL EVERY MORNING!

The Oklahoma Journal
IS DELIVERED TO
65,640 HOMES
AND IS READ BY MORE THAN
240,000 PEOPLE
EVERY MORNING!

"OKLAHOMA'S MOST COLORFUL NEWSPAPER"

"Bringing You Greater Results Per Ad Dollar"
FAIRBANKS CAMPAIGNS FOR PRUITT IN RACE

It's 1st Time In 27 Years

SKINS WIN DIVISION CROWN

Steelers Nail Browns, 30-0

GREEN BAY STAGGERS LIONS, 33-7

Three Oklahomans Snare Go-Rounds

Sooners, Chiefs Boast Undefeated Marks

Just Give It a Little Nudge, Mere...

FDA Chief Defends Toy Safety Effort

Annual Meeting Slated By Group

Fulbright, Sultan Talk

Fulbright, Sultan Talk

ZALES HAS A BEAUTIFUL TIME FOR ONE AND ALL ON CHRISTMAS DAY!
Northwest Jumps To 4th In Ratings

Jets' Sixth Kick Squeezes Saints

Jack Posts Money Mark

Colts Deal 35-7 Loss To Buffalo

Cincy Scrapes Giants, 13-10

PRO GRID STANDINGS

WinGives Oakland West Title Myriad Tonight

Southeast Shoots For First Crown

Ruscha Wins Final Picks

RUSCHA WINS FINAL PICKS

RUSCHA WINS FINAL PICKS

NATIONAL FINALS

RODEO

Savings Accounts

Believe It or Not!
Questions Becoming Academic

Critical Fuels Crisis Seen

By Thomas I. Stoddard

The Oklahoma City Star (First off the Press)
The fuel crisis may be one of the most serious problems affecting the nation's economy. As prices of fuel rise, the situation becomes more acute. The cost of fuel is said to be a major factor in the high cost of living. The situation is critical and requires immediate attention. The government has taken several measures to address the crisis, including the imposition of fuel taxes and the development of alternative energy sources. However, these measures have had limited success. The situation is expected to worsen as the winter season approaches.

Oklahoma's Only Complete Daily TV Listings

TV TODAY

MORNING

- Fox Fist-Fighting Movie
- "The Blue Hat"
- "The Touch of Life"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Touch of Life"

AFTERNOON

- "The Day"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"
- "The Touch of Life"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"

EVENING

- "The Day"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Touch of Life"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"

TV TOMORROW

MORNING

- Fox Fist-Fighting Movie
- "The Blue Hat"
- "The Touch of Life"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Touch of Life"

AFTERNOON

- "The Day"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"
- "The Touch of Life"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"

EVENING

- "The Day"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Touch of Life"
- "The Flying Horse Ranch"
- "The Blue Hat"

Energy Crisis: Second of 10 Parts

Energy Crisis

By Robert J. Smith

The energy crisis continues to escalate as the nation struggles to meet its energy needs. The crisis has led to higher prices and shortages of fuel. The government has taken several measures to address the crisis, including the imposition of fuel taxes and the development of alternative energy sources. However, these measures have had limited success. The situation is expected to worsen as the winter season approaches.

Oklahoma City has everything it takes to be one of America's great convention centers

...but we've got to let the world know it!

VOTE DEC 5

For a 2nd Room Tax in Oklahoma City

MAKE OKLAHOMA CITY AMERICA'S BEST SELLER

NO TAX INCREASE FOR OKLAHOMA CITY

October 7, 1972
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Tareyton is better. Charcoal is why.

Tareyton's activated charcoal delivers a better taste. A case no plain filter can match.

Commercial groups have trade "tricks" that might hide the truth. They secretely use a variety of filters, charcoal or adsorbers. But they can't hide the fact that Tareyton is the only brand that filters the taste of the tobacco. Tareyton is the only brand that filters the taste of the tobacco.
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